The Trojan War Inside Nursing: an exploration of compassion, emotional labour, coping and reflection.

Abstract

Compassionate care is fundamental to nursing. However, when delivering compassionate care, the expected emotional state may not always spontaneously arise, risking a dissonance between authentic and displayed emotions. Nurses may therefore be required to engage in some form of emotional regulation strategy, to conform with and to display assumed professional rules. In both the dissonance and emotional regulation there are risks on which we need to reflect.

In this paper, the end of the Trojan Wars as depicted in Homer’s The Iliad and Virgil’s The Aeneid (summarised in Box 1) is used as an allegory to illustrate the dangers and advantages of using response- or antecedent-focused strategies for emotional regulation. Response-focused strategies, are reactive in nature but could build resilience over time but may leave student and newly qualified nurses feeling exposed. An 'emotional curriculum' to include Emotional Intelligence in nurse education could equip the students with a more pro-active approach to developing resilience rather than defensive practice. Using a narrative as an allegory may help us to explore the application of these concepts in our practice.

Box 1 insertion if possible

The myth of The Trojan Horse may be familiar to many readers – a large wooden horse left as a “gift” outside the city wall of Troy, by the Mycenaean Greeks, is depicted in earlier narratives as well as in Homer’s The Iliad and Virgil’s The Aeneid, but to use the war as an illustration here, a slightly fuller summary might prove helpful. After a 10-year long siege of the city of Troy, the Greek’s departed, leaving behind a large wooden horse, which had soldiers hidden inside. Despite prophetic warnings, the Trojan’s assumed this gift to be an acknowledgment of defeat and dragged it inside the city walls. As night fell, the warriors concealed within, led by Odysseus, climbed out of the horse and successfully took the city. The slaughter that ensued was brutal. Having built such fine defences, the Trojans were unable to escape and the city was destroyed from within.
The Trojan War inside nursing

Introduction

The Trojan War has two narratives that of the Greeks, portrayed by Homer (c760 BCE) and that of the Trojans, described by Virgil (c19 BCE). They depict the tale of the ancient City of Troy with its impenetrable walls, a 12-year war to breach them and the idea to build a horse to overcome a seemingly insurmountable problem. When this triumphant story is recounted from the Trojan narrative, it is described as a story so tragic even the Greek soldiers would weep. Similarly, the tale of compassionate care in nursing has two narratives: the patient’s narrative of the undeniable benefit, a narrative that is most prominent; and that of the Nurse. Would the nurse's narrative be that of victory or tragedy? These classic works will be used as allegories to explore how nurses protect themselves and reveal different perspectives on the nurse's narrative.

Compassionate care

Providing compassionate care is fundamental to nursing, and has been found to be therapeutic to patients (Fry et al, 2013). A lack of compassion and care can have grave consequences for patients (Francis and Lingard, 2013). Compassion is defined as having a deep awareness of the suffering of another accompanied with a desire to relieve it (Chochinov, 2007). These empathetic interactions in emotional consonance lead to feelings of personal accomplishment, building emotional resilience, replenishing motivation, commitment and energy (Lilius, 2012). Emotional consonance is achieved when genuine emotions are aligned with display rules (Mesmer-Magnus et al, 2012). The desired emotional response may not always spontaneously arise leaving nurses to suppress perceived 'inappropriate' emotional reactions, putting the patient first, and displaying rather than feeling, the 'desired' emotions (Bakker and Heuven, 2006). The conflict between authentic emotions (those which arise spontaneously in a situation) and those that conform to display rules is referred to as emotional dissonance (Johnson and Spector, 2007). Nurses are required to engage in emotional regulation to display the prescribed emotions in dissonant states (Grandey et al, 2012). Gross (1998) states that all efforts conscious and unconscious to change aspects of emotion are referred to as emotional regulation. Some of the emotional regulation strategies that nurses may employ, to reduce the chance of a tragic narrative, will be explored.
Emotional Regulation and Emotional Labour

Gross (1998) identified two forms of emotional regulation strategies: response-focused, where the individual suppresses the felt emotion and displays an inauthentic emotion; and antecedent-focused, where the individual modifies the felt emotion. Intensive contact with patients (Grandey et al, 2012), the perceived need to produce a suitable emotional state in them, for example to be reassured (Gray, 2009) and a set of shared display rules on the type of emotional display that is appropriate and inappropriate (Diefendorff et al, 2011) all come together in the emotional labour of nursing. Donoso et al (2015) found the emotional regulation strategies used by nurses underpinned the effect of the emotional demand.

Box 2 – Strength model of Self-Control (Baumeister et al 2007)

Baumeister et al (2007) define self-control as the ability to make choices and to resist urges, in order to bring actions in line with our own, or professional values and standards, often in pursuit of long-term goals. In their strength model, they draw an analogy between the strength required to exercise self-control, and a muscle. Exercise can help develop self-control, and routine exercise promotes resistance to depletion of self-control. Those who have developed self-control experience, can, like an athlete, anticipate and preserve the energy required for self-control when tired. Furthermore, like an athlete who finds the energy for a final push at the end of a race, finding strength beyond their expectations, people with a strength-based self-control, they can demonstrate this even when their energy to maintain ego-integrity is depleted.

The strength model of self-control suggests that the effects of emotional labour i.e. exerting self-control, differ among individuals in relation to their resource capacity (Baumeister et al, 2007). Exerting self-control draws on the limited resources, so, the control resources of people with a small capacity will be depleted faster than that of people with a high capacity. It is possible however to build up resilience over time (Baumeister et al, 2007). Mesmer-Magnus et al (2012) suggest that the emotional energy that is needed to engage in response-focused strategies depletes the emotional reserves of the individual, adding to their experience of stress and reducing their ability to cope with other job stressors. Managing emotions could take away from the resources needed to make high-quality decisions and perform tasks effectively (Bakker and Heuven, 2006). Antecedent-focused strategies require effort initially to adjust the felt emotion. However, there is then no further anticipated drain on the resource required for self-control, once the emotions are in line (Mesmer-Magnus et al, 2012). Where with response-focused strategies there is not only effort expended to display the appropriate emotion but also extended efforts to mask the true emotions.
When looking at job satisfaction, turnover intentions and job performance, a recent meta-analysis found that while dissonance states have negative effects, consonance states have a positive impact (Mesmer-Magnus et al, 2012).

Nurses who find it difficult to manage this emotional demand, report elevated levels of emotional exhaustion and general fatigue (Donoso et al, 2015). Earlier in the nurses' careers, they are more likely to react negatively to these emotional demands (Cho et al, 2006) and are at high risk of stress and burnout (Erikson and Grove, 2008). The UK has the highest rate of nurses reporting burnout in Europe (HEE, 2014). In managing work related stress nurses frequently use emotion-focused coping strategies (Arieli, 2013). These include avoidance, minimisation, rumination and distancing (Van der Colff and Rothman, 2014). Emotional distancing as a form of self-protection against feelings of emotional depletion can have negative implications for the quality of care delivered and the well-being of the practitioner (Poghosyan et al, 2010).

**Protective walls?**

Walls have been a symbol of protection through the ages, society has moved from walled cities to walled communities, security-controlled schools, hospitals, workplaces, etc. and fenced land or gardens, but their intention as a security measure remains. Just as the Trojans surrounded themselves with walls for protection, in the same way, nurses surround themselves with metaphorical walls when engaging in response-focused strategies. They put up walls to protect themselves from the emotional turmoil.

“The city, meanwhile, was embroiled in a turmoil of grief” (Virgil c19 BCE Book 2 line 298). Once the Greeks breached the supposed impenetrable walls, the Trojans were trapped, they were slaughtered and the city burned. Aeneas and a small group of Trojans possessed knowledge of the city and the exit routes, enabling them to escape. The walls surrounding Troy which were their greatest source of defence became the source of their great demise. It is imperative to know where the escape routes are located when using walls as defence. In the case of nursing, these escape routes are in the recovery strategies nurses use to relieve the impact of the emotional demands of the job.
**Recovery & Reflection**

Recommended recovery strategies which aid nurses in building resilience are reactive in nature and used to balance out the demand of the emotional labour. Some of the recovery strategies in the clinical environment include a strong and supportive team culture (Cheng et al, 2013), a climate of authenticity with opportunities for staff to take self-regulatory breaks after emotionally charged interactions (Grandey et al, 2012) and opportunities for venting (Kinman and Leggetter, 2016). Social support can foster feelings of social connectivity, and offer protection against alienation and burnout (Sundin et al, 2007). High levels of staff shortages, efficiency drives and austerity measures have led to increased pressure on nurses (Wray, 2013). In a climate of staff shortages opportunities for venting and taking self-regulatory breaks may be limited.

Emotional writing interventions are straight forward and a low-cost technique (Baum et al, 2012). Emotional expression can assist with processing emotional reactions, facilitate emotional adjustment and enhance mental health (Pennebaker and Evans, 2014). Reflective practice and writing is a requirement in nursing; it improves self-awareness, coping and problem-solving over time (Horton-Deutsch and Sherwood, 2008). Through writing and reflective practice, nurses learn to pay more attention and can become more self-aware within their practice (Johns, 2013) “In time with discipline reflection becomes a natural attribute” (Johns, 2013 p1983). Over time reflection can become an integral part of practise, avoiding the need for the wall. However, stress and burnout is particularly high among newly qualified nurses, with this only starting to decline after their second year of practise (HEE, 2014). Therefore, although this evolved skill is useful to experienced practitioners, it is less effective for newly qualified nurses who may lack the experience to employ reflection in an embedded way. Schön (1991) argues that integrating reflection in action, and the ability to improvise within a professional framework is developed over time, through reflective practice.

Johns (2013) describes the typology of reflective practise as starting with a reflection on practise, a reactive process, moving through to reflection within the moment over time and ultimately mindfulness, seeing things for what they are without distortion. Mindfulness involves paying attention and non-judgementally being purposefully present in the moment (Kabat-Zinn, 2004). Mindfulness-based stress reduction incorporates meditation, yoga and relaxation training (Hooda and Sharma 2013). Mindfulness has been found to enhance reflective ability, emotional intelligence and accurate empathy (Bolton 2010, Turner 2009). A pilot study for building resilience through mindfulness in nurses and midwives found some positive results, but further empirical studies would be needed to substantiate the findings (Foureur et al, 2013).
The nature of response-focused strategies means there is a discrepancy between genuinely felt and displayed emotions. Field studies have found that other people can differentiate between authentic and inauthentic emotional expression and that it is only perceived authentic emotions that stimulate the desired reactions of patients (Henning-Thurau et al, 2006). If a response-focused strategy is to be effective, not only must the nurse develop the skill to suppress the felt emotion and express the desired one well enough for it to be perceived as authentic, they then should engage in recovery strategies. In clinical practice, nurses may lose sight of the need for self-care until they are in crisis (Hooper et al, 2009), indicating that nurses may not always engage in these recovery strategies. Nurses may be attempting to balance a professional requirement for a difference between their authentically-felt, and displayed emotions in order to manage their coping resources. This could be effective as the evidence above showed, provided of course the scales do not tip too much in one direction. Some of these reactive approaches aim to help the practitioner to develop integration of their felt and displayed emotions to a level where they effectively employ the strategies actively while working.

**Developing antecedent-focused strategies through Emotional Intelligence**

While the evidence base for response-focused strategies and accompanying, reactive strategies is vast, there is a comparatively small base for developing the skills needed for antecedent-focused strategies that can assist newly qualified nurses. Emotional intelligence (EI) is the ability to self-motivate, control impulses, delay gratification, regulate one’s mood, keeping distress from overwhelming the ability to emphasise, hope and think (Goleman, 1996). Goleman et al (2013) describe EI as being a profile of competencies across four areas: self-awareness, self-management, empathy and social awareness, and relationship management. Goleman’s model of EI is described as a traits model due to a mixture of competencies and personality traits (Roberts et al, 2010). This model of EI is criticised for having a substantial overlap with personality due to its self-report measurement, which could lead to faking scores and potentially limited insight (Roberts et al, 2010). Another model of EI is an abilities model involving four factors: emotional perception, emotional facilitation, emotional understanding and emotional management (Roberts et al, 2010). Despite the lack of consensus of the construct, both models involve recognising and changing the felt emotion and in that way, assist with an antecedent-focused strategy.

Regardless of the lack of consensus of the construct, the growing body of international literature agree on the benefits of EI in nursing. For nursing students, EI improves the ability to manage stress, enhances practise and academic performance and increases retention (Por et al, 2011, Rankin 2013).
Higher levels of EI are associated with a greater ability and willingness to use social support networks, increased confidence in the ability to cope with stress, improved organisational skills and the ability to take responsibility for their own behaviour (Por et al, 2010, Birks et al, 2009); while lower levels of EI are associated with increased levels of stress, engaging in harmful or destructive behaviours such as alcohol consumption, not using social support networks, and blaming others or situations for being disorganised (Por et al, 2010, Birks et al, 2009). EI plays an important role in enhancing resilience and psychological well-being (Kinman and Grant 2011). Görgens-Ekermans and Brand (2012.) found EI defends against burnout and compassion fatigue. EI has been found to underpin accurate empathy, helping to build effective emotional boundaries, enabling the deliverance of compassionate care, and person-centred care while avoiding over-involvement (Grant, 2014). Accurate empathy contributes to building resilience, improves psychological well-being and is negatively associated with empathetic distress (Kinman and Grant 2011).

EI is not merely innate competencies but learned capabilities that must be developed (Goleman and Cerniss 2001). Research suggest that aspects of EI can be developed through life experiences and training (Fariselli et al, 2008). Foster et al (2015) recommend that an EI curriculum should be included in nurse’s education, they include educational strategies to incorporate this. Developing EI is a more proactive integrative strategy, as it involves arming oneself with tools to regulate mood before the emotion-provoking event, rather than responding with exercises to balance or bounce back from the emotion-provoking event. In terms of the Trojan analogy, it is not a strategy of wall building, but rather one akin to that of building a horse. Finding an alternative way of overcoming the problem. Proactively equipping the nurse with the skills to regulate their emotions.

**A Trojan Workforce**

The current narrative of nursing includes a global shortage of nurses (WHO 2013), compounded by high turnover rates with approximately 10% of nurses a year intending to leaving (HEE, 2014). Challenging working environments and role expectations increases the risk of stress-related illness and burnout (Foureur et al, 2013). In both narratives of the Trojan war, the war is followed by a theme of wandering, the Odyssey and the Aeneid describes the respective trials and tribulations of Odysseus and the Trojans. In the same way, nursing students face their trials and tribulations in terms of the emotional demands which they must manage for them to successfully reach their destination, of being an emotionally competent nurse.
The high levels of emotional labour in nursing can lead to states of emotional dissonance. In dissonant states nurses are required to employ emotional regulation strategies. The strategy they choose will impact their wellbeing. Where response-focused strategy is a system of balancing resources, antecedent-focused strategy is an integrative system of self-management. Both systems result in building resilience in the nurse, increasing their ability to bounce back. Where integrative strategies take initial effort to master, a system of balancing takes constant effort. The recovery strategies of a balancing system may lead to a more integrative approach once mastered. However, nurses are most vulnerable during their first two years of practice and while studying. An emotional curriculum could assist in protecting new nurses who will be at their most vulnerable during their pre-registration education and their first two years. A wellness module during could equip these nurses with the skills to face their emotional demanding job, for those who experience a dissonance between their responses to their practice and a self-concept that they ought to be displaying these emotions in a different way.
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